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Premise: what is this about?

Sanger data versus capture/enrichment data

Deep Coalescence

Paralogy

Reticulation



  

www.genomicsforaustralianplants.com/

@PlantsAus

https://bioplatforms.com/

@BioplatformsAus

Aims
● Develop genomics resources
● Understanding evolution & conservation of Australian flora
● Upskilling

Areas
● Reference genomes
● Phylogenomics
● Conservation genomics

http://www.genomicsforaustralianplants.com/
https://bioplatforms.com/


  
https://asbs2021.bablglobal.com/

https://asbs2021.bablglobal.com/workshop/



  

Phylogenomics in GAP

Multiple low-copy nuclear genes

from sequence capture / target enrichment data

above species level, for phylogenetics



  

Ye olde PCR & Sanger data Enrich/capture & NGS

Assembly
& contig
building

Amount Few Mb trace files ≥100s of Mb raw NGS reads
of raw data per sample per sample

Number Usually 1-5 per study 100s (angiosperm kit: 353)
of regions

Behaviour Usually 2 phylogenies: Each nuclear gene inherited
of loci ribosomal & plastid +/- independently

Type of Often non-coding spacers Often protein-coding genes
seq data (ITS, trnL-trnF, psbA-trnH) → consider codon positions

forward read

reverse read

reference



  

referenceAssembly of reads
(HybPiper)

Contig(s)

Alignments

Gene trees Concatenation

Species phylogeny

  ’short-cut’   StarBEAST concatenated
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referenceAssembly of reads
(HybPiper)

Contig(s)

Alignments

Gene trees Concatenation

Species phylogeny

  ’short-cut’   StarBEAST concatenated

No chimeric contigs!
Paralog Finder!



  

Why don’t all gene trees agree with each other?

(And with the species tree?)

Conflicts in the data are common

Three main processes:
● Lineage sorting / coalescence
● Gene duplication and loss
● Reticulation

Good early summary: 
Maddison 1997, Syst. Biol.



  

To consider in each case

What happened?

= hypothesised biological process
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To consider in each case

What happened?

= hypothesised biological process

How does the process present in 
the data?

‘ideal case’

How to infer the species tree?

= approaches and software ?



  

Deep coalescence
Random sampling of alleles into 

descendent species lineages



  

Lineage sorting / coalescence

What is happening?

Ancestral allele diversity is 
sampled by descendants

Figure credits:
Coop Lab UC Davis
gcbias.org

Past Present

Alleles paraphyletic to those in sister 
species

= ‘Incomplete Lineage Sorting’



  

Side note on classification

Does not (necessarily) mean that the species 
is badly circumscribed

“This species is non-monophyletic” is not a 
meaningful sentence if sexually reproducing

(See: Hennig 1970, Phylogenetic Systematics)

We don’t classify gene copies, but specimens

≠

Genealogy inside species

Species relationships



  

Lineage sorting / coalescence

Lineage sorting = alleles in species 
becoming monophyletic through 
genetic drift

Coalescence = extant alleles 
merging into ancestors back in time

Coalescent Model = estimating 
coalescent times based on effective 
population size (Ne), which is 
genetic diversity divided by 4 x 
mutation rate (μ)

T1

T2

Ne



  

Lineage sorting / coalescence

Consequences in phylogenetics:

Incomplete Lineage Sorting = 
non-monophyly of alleles in 
species is resolved by Genetic 
Drift, but...

...short time between speciation 
events

+ 

large effective population size

=

Deep Coalescence



  

Incongruence is forever!

Only resolution is by 
extinction of species

(Less of a problem in deep 
phylogenies – most 
lineages go extinct)

Figure credits:
Coop Lab UC Davis
gcbias.org

((A,B),C)

((A,B),C)

Past Present



  

Deep coalescence

How does it present in the 
data?

Gene tree incongruence

But if this is the only issue:

Alleles from each species are 
relatively closely related



  

Deep coalescence
How to infer the species tree?

Easiest option:
Ignore the problem and use 
concatenation 
Often works well enough
(Smith & Hahn, 2020)

concatenated data



  

Bayesian multi-gene 
coalescent

● StarBEAST, www.beast2.org
● Estimates species tree and all 

gene trees at the same time
● Ultrametric tree, thus rooted

Downsides:
● Computationally intensive, 

slow
● Problems with missing data / 

patchy matrix

http://www.beast2.org/


  

Short-cut methods
● Many options, e.g. ASTRAL

https://github.com/smirarab/ASTRAL

● Infer species tree from gene trees
● Can deal with missing data
● Extremely fast

Downsides:
● Gene tree topologies fixed
● Less reliable for deeper 

phylogenetics (Smith & Hahn, 2020)
● Branch lengths often meaningless
● Needs outgroup rooting

https://github.com/smirarab/ASTRAL


  

Gene duplication and loss
Paralogs and orthologs



  

Gene duplication and loss
What happened?
● Gene duplication or
● Genome duplication
Both copies of original gene 
retained in the descendants
Potentially specialisation of 
gene functions

Genes can also, of course, 
be lost



  

Gene duplication and loss

Orthologs = descended from 
same ancestral sequence 
after gene duplication

Paralogs = descended from 
different ancestral sequences 
after gene duplication

→ gene tree interferes
    with species tree

orthol og

paralo g



  

Example alignment
Note how the same patterns reoccur in several 
samples.



  

Gene duplication and loss

How does it present in the 
data?

Ideally, species replicated in N 
parts of gene tree for N gene 
duplication events

Realistically, gene losses and 
failure to amplify make gene 
trees less complete →

Ortholog group 1

Ortholog group 2

Ortholog group 1

Ortholog group 2



  

Gene duplication and loss

How to infer the species tree

Easiest option:

Chuck out genes with paralogs

Ortholog group 1

Ortholog group 2



  

Gene duplication and loss

How to infer the species tree

Shortcut methods
● Infer species tree directly 

from gene trees incl. paralogs 
(same problem as before).

● Minimise Gene Duplications 
and Losses, e.g. iGTP.

● Likelihood, e.g. GeneRax.



  

Gene duplication and loss

How to infer the species tree

Bioinformatically separate 
ortholog groups using gene tree 
topologies 

(Yang & Smith, 2014)

Problem if gene tree too 
incomplete →

Ortholog group 1

Ortholog group 2

Ortholog group 1

Ortholog group 2

...but can’t tell, because no sample 2x in gene tree

✂



  

Approach #1:

Monophyletic 
Outgroups (MO)

Move recursively up 
from the root and 
check at each node if 
the two daughter 
clades contain 
duplicated terminals. 
If they do, remove the 
smaller daughter 
clade.



  

Approach #3:

Maximum Inclusion 
(MI)

Dissects the unrooted 
gene tree into pieces 
without duplicated 
terminals, starting 
with largest clade

Not recommended by 
Yang & Smith

(outgroup)



  

When paralogy is not an 
issue

Duplication in terminal branch 
of phylogeny is irrelevant:

Will present as 
indistinguishable from 
different alleles

Cannot mislead phylogenetic 
analysis



  

Reticulation
Hybridisation, introgression, allopolyploidy, 

chloroplast capture



  

Reticulation

What happened?

● Allopolyploidy / hybrid speciation

● Introgression / back-crossing / admixture

● Chloroplast (organelle) capture



  

Allopolyploid speciation
What happened?
Genome duplication 
restores fertility of hybrid, 
produces hybridogenic 
species

Example: 
Spearmint (Menta spicata)
= M. longifolia x suaveolens

x

genome duplication



  

Allopolyploid speciation
How does it present in the 
data?

Ideally, species or clade 
placed with two parental 
species across all gene trees

But: gene losses, gene tree 
incongruence

Gene 1

Gene 2



  

How to infer the species 
tree

Easiest option: Remove 
hybrids & hybridogenic 
lineages from analyses that 
assume tree-like structure of 
data



  

Allele phasing
HybPhaser pipeline, separate talk by Lars Nauheimer
https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.10.27.354589 



  

https://www.biocommons.org.au/events/hybphaser

https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.10.27.354589


  

Introgression

Limited gene flow between 
species (back-crossing 
hybrids)

How does it present in the 
data?

Only few genes affected → 

Problem:

How to distinguish from 
deep coalescence?



  

Distinguishing deep coalescence and 
reticulation

“ABBA BABA” test

Phylogeny of three species and outgroup should 
have many (((A,A),B),B)

Do we have more (((A,B),B),A) and (((B,A),B),A) 
than expected?

Uses allele frequencies: best for SNP datasets 
and multiple individuals per species.

http://evomics.org/learning/population-and-speciation-genomics/2018-populati
on-and-speciation-genomics/abba-baba-statistics/



  

Distinguishing deep 
coalescence and 
reticulation

Simulation test using age of 
gene tree coalescence versus 
age of species tree 
coalescence (Joly et al. 2009, 
https://doi.org/10.1086/600082 )

But doesn’t always work, see 
cases C, D in Joly’s figure

http://evomics.org/learning/population-and-speciation-genomics/2018-population-and-speciation-genomics/abba-baba-statistics/
http://evomics.org/learning/population-and-speciation-genomics/2018-population-and-speciation-genomics/abba-baba-statistics/


  

Phylogenetic network analyses

Analyses modelling species tree 
with and without gene flow, e.g.

BPP, https://github.com/bpp

Species Networks applying Quartets 
(SNaQ; Solís-Lemus & Ané, 2016)
https://github.com/crsl4/PhyloNetworks.jl

Computationally intensive,
slow and limited to few species

Various methods in PhyloNet: 
https://bioinfocs.rice.edu/phylonet

https://doi.org/10.1086/600082


  

Chloroplast capture

Organelles jump species more 
easily than nuclear genes 
(Stegemann et al., 2012)

How does it present in the data?

Nuclear data ± consistently 
support one topology, 
chloroplast another

E.g., Cassinia group in Australian 
Asteraceae →

100s of 
low copy
nuclear
genes

53 cp
genes

https://github.com/bpp
https://github.com/crsl4/PhyloNetworks.jl
https://bioinfocs.rice.edu/phylonet


  

What if case isn’t clear? 
Consider biological plausibility

Choice of approach depends on assumptions

The more distant, the less likely are hybridisation and 
deep coalescence



  

Summary

Deep coalescence: 
● Large pop sizes & rapid speciations
● Phylogenetic methods available

Paralogy
● Ancestral gene/genome duplication
● Bioinformatic & shortcut methods

Reticulation
● Hybrid speciation or introgression
● Phylogenetic methods for few-species cases

Ideal cases easy to recognise, but IRL...

And all of them can happen in the same phylogeny!

Ortholog group 1

Ortholog group 2
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